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  Free Shipping
No code needed, just head for checkout!
Shop Now!
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            KidPhone 4GR


                The best ELARI smartwatch for children development and parents' peace of mind
              

                Buy now

              


          

        
        
        















  
    
      Watch your kids
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      Watch your kids


          
          





            Stylish smartwatch with lots of educational content will make a child feel like an adult

          

          
          




            The watch can be controlled and configured remotely from the parents’ smartphones using ELARI SafeFamily app, available in AppStore and Google Play.

          


          
            Buy now
          
        



    

    
    





  
    
      
        More than just a smartwatch for kids
        

          Multifunctional smartwatch with KidGram App and video calls using 4G speeds will be an excellent gift for elementary school students.
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            Usefull content under parental contol
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            Powerful processor. 
Android OS
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            Phone and Video calls
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            Fun and educational 
games
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            2MP camera for calls and selfies
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            IP67 certified protection*
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Enjoy the music with build-in MP3 player


            There is enough storage space inside to listen to favorite music, audiobooks and listen to them right on a wrist using built-in MP3 player. Simply connect any Bluetooth headphones so that your kid will happily walk to school listening to music.
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Keep close. Even closer


            Miss your kid and want to have a face-to-face conversation? Video calls using 4G speeds will allow to have the conversation without any lags or stuttering, whilst looking at your kid’s face. Also, you will surely know, where and how your kid is missing school ;)

          

















  
    
      KidGram App is pre-installed
KidGram is the key platform connecting kids to the online world under parental control and guidance
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      KidGram App is pre-installed
KidGram is the key platform connecting kids to the online world under parental control and guidance


          
          

            KidGram App in ELARI KidPhone 4GR gives kids opportunity to communicate with anyone with text, audio- and video-messages, Emodji, watch videos, listen/save MP3s, sign up for Telegram-channels — under full control and supervision by the parents, view other content set as files or links

          


          
            Learn more
          
        



    

    
    














  
    
      Focus on studies
Makes sure that the kid will be focused to the maximum in school with the Class mode
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      Focus on studies
Makes sure that the kid will be focused to the maximum in school with the Class mode
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            Activate “Class mode” so that all incoming calls and other functions, except from the clock and SOS-button will be blocked during the study time.
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            Set safe areas on the map, for instance – “School”. You will receive a notification if the smartwatch leaves the indicated area.
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            Set alarms and other notifications, so that your kid will arrive to school in time.
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                Read more about KidPhone 4GR

              


          

        
        
        


    






  
    
      
        Control through the ELARI SafeFamily App
        

          The watch can be controlled and configured remotely from the parents’ smartphones using ELARI SafeFamily app, available in AppStore and Google Play.

        

          
            Learn more
          
        


    

    
    
























  
  Parents also recommend
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      KidPhone 4GR PRO

    

  0.00 eur
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     per 
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            ELARI kidOS Devices


                Open-source Android LTE watches and starter smartphone running kidOS many unique features that BOTH kids and parents love
              

                Learn more
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      KidPhone 4GR
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      4G WINK
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            KidTech Ecosystem


                Ecosystem allowing guided immersion of kids into 
the digital world
              

                Learn more

              


          

        
        
        






  
    
      
        Keep me updated about smart devices, news, tips and sales from ELARI
        

          
            Subscribe
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ELARI

          ©2024 by ELARI TECH Ltd.

        

Information
	
            Service policy
          
	
            Cookies policy
          
	
            Technical specifications
          
	
            Return form
          
	
            Privacy Policy
          
	
            Terms Of Use
          


Get in Touch

          9 Uzi Hitman st. Suite 47, Netanya, Israel

Customer/product Support
support@elari.tech

Sales & Partnership Inquiries
sales@elari.tech
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